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Abstract: The Lightning Network (LN), a second-layer protocol built atop Bitcoin, promises swift,
low-cost transactions, thereby addressing blockchain scalability and enhancing user privacy. As
the global financial technology landscape evolves, the LN’s importance in the future of fintech
and the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) becomes increasingly pivotal. The anticipated rise of
blockchain-based payments and smart contracts in businesses demands a more agile and secure
payment system. However, the LN’s early stage raises valid concerns about security and reliability,
especially when implemented on a huge asymmetric network such as the Internet, potentially
hindering its broader adoption. Malicious nodes could intentionally cause payment failures or
initiate attacks, such as DDoS attacks, by overwhelming other nodes in the network with channel-
opening requests. As a result, users will be discouraged from using the LN; hence, the technology
will become obsolete as individuals will not waste the time and power investment required for using
this technology. Addressing these issues, this paper proposes an innovative invitation model protocol
(IMP) to reinforce the LN’s security and reliability. The IMP creates an exclusive ‘Club’ within the
LN, admitting only nodes verified as honest, thereby bolstering network security and reliability.
The protocol empowers Club Founders to expel members exhibiting malicious activities, thereby
preserving the invested time, energy, and funds of the network’s users. The IMP was rigorously
tested using Amazon Web Services Virtual Machines within the Bitcoin and Lightning Network’s
Testnet environment, which is a highly asymmetric network. The results demonstrated the protocol’s
efficacy in fulfilling its objectives, marking a significant step towards a safer and more efficient
blockchain transaction network. As the blockchain continues to revolutionize the financial sector,
implementing robust security measures such as the IMP becomes essential. This research paper
introduces a novel approach to enhancing the reliability and security of a Lightning Network (LN),
and thus distinguishes itself from the existing literature, by introducing an additional step before
establishing or joining such a network. The research underscores the critical role of such protocols in
realizing the potential of the LN in powering the next wave of fintech and industrial innovation.

Keywords: bitcoin; blockchain; Asymmetric Lightning Network; Club membership; trustless
peer-to-peer network

1. Introduction

Technology is constantly evolving, resulting in continuous global change in people’s
lives. For instance, people can use smartphones and tablets to pay for travel and even
groceries within seconds while sitting at home. Moreover, technology impacts the world’s
financial and economic future dramatically. For example, business transactions are continu-
ously moving from cash-based to electronic-based transactions. Further, the worldwide
expansion of the Internet in recent years, and its quick acceptance and usage among people,
have contributed to simplifying electronic commerce in business environments globally [1].
As a result, electronic payment systems surfaced to replace cash payment systems as busi-
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ness owners headed towards e-commerce platforms, which led most businesses worldwide
to adopt this technology [2].

E-payment systems have gained a lot of interest and attracted researchers and devel-
opers in information technology due to the crucial role these systems have in modern e-
commerce. Hence, the importance of e-payment systems has prompted several researchers
to perform extensive research that resulted in various views on such systems [3,4].

Bitcoin, which was first introduced in 2008 by Satoshi Nakamoto, is a peer-to-peer
electronic cash system based on encryption and a distributed public ledger [5]. According to
Kim and Jeong [6], the distributed ledger is also referred to as the blockchain. Additionally,
the blockchain is used to record every executed transaction in the system without any need
for a trusted third party. This distributed database leverages distributed ledger technology
to prevent data tampering and fabrication. In addition, the researchers stated that the
blockchain offers several advantages over a typical centralized system, including efficiency,
security, resilience, and transparency. In the literature, many studies have been performed
to implement blockchain in different daily life applications, such as: securing cloud-based
peer-to-peer transactions [7]; manufacturing processes [8]; the Internet of Vehicles [9];
higher education certificate authentication [10]; and many more.

Still, the Bitcoin network has a significant limitation that many researchers are currently
trying to overcome, which is the scalability of the blockchain. Specifically, the Bitcoin
blockchain allows only a limited number of transactions to be validated through the
network, ranging from three to seven transactions per second. Therefore, numerous
researchers have sought to resolve the scalability issue through various methods. For
example, El Azzaou et al. [11] presented a lightweight scalable authentication solution
based on blockchain to secure videoconferences. The researchers employed a time-based
consensus approach to decrease latency, mining processing cost, and boost.

Moreover, one of the major solutions that have been developed is payment channels,
such as the Lightning Network (LN). The LN is a second-layer technology built on top
of the Bitcoin blockchain that provides users with fast payment channels held off-chain
in a trustless environment [6]. The Lightning Network is a routed network proposed for
bidirectional payment channels that are end-to-end connected [12]. Members of an LN can
route payments through numerous channels without needing trusted intermediaries [13].
Moreover, payment transactions can be executed off-chain with minimal fees through an
LN. As a result, not all bitcoin transactions are recorded in the main blockchain [14]. Thus,
the LN is less expensive, faster, and provides additional privacy for transactions that are not
visible on the public blockchain. In a Lightning Network, a channel between two parties is
established temporarily for a period, during which each party locks in an identical amount
of money as collateral. Furthermore, both parties can exchange money back-and-forth
during the channel time with just the netting transaction being validated and preserved in
the Bitcoin blockchain [15]. Additionally, a malicious party that fails to update the channel
balance will forfeit the collateral (deposited when the channel was first opened) to the other
party. LN provides several benefits like anonymity, speed, and trustless transactions [16],
tackling Bitcoin’s scalability issue without altering network protocols. Some challenges
exist, such as potential transaction delays, dependency on the main blockchain, and the
complexity of cryptographic network protocols.

Various studies have been conducted to improve the LN. Valente et al. [17] analyzed
the LN’s underlying structure and its impact on the system, focusing on the network’s
liquidity and resilience. However, the paper lacked certain details and clear contribution
statements. Nowostawski et al. [18] highlighted the potential for leaked data from the off-
chain network to the blockchain, which could reveal user information. They also proposed
methods to identify unique transactions in the LN. Conoscenti et al. [19] addressed three is-
sues that need resolution in LN technology: the development of Hashed Timelock Contract
(HTLC) payments, estimating optimization effects, and predicting profits from investing
in a network hub. Seres et al. [20] assessed LN’s topology to enhance its security, demon-
strating its robustness against random and targeted attacks. Rohrer et al. [21] analyzed
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LN’s topology and proposed certain attacks that could disrupt the LN. Pérez-Sola et al. [22]
described an attack that could lower a node’s channel capacity, limiting its network com-
munication. Zhang et al. [23] introduced a distributed simulator that reduced transaction
fees along a payment channel, though it faced constraints regarding the success rate and
average transaction value.

Many researchers suggested considering the balance of a channel in an LN as crucial
information [24–27]. This would enable users to find a viable payment path quickly [28,29].
Other research explored the balance between privacy and efficiency in payment channel
networks. For instance, Tang et al. [30] used noise addition to increase privacy, albeit
at efficiency’s expense. Integrating blockchain and LN technology with the Internet of
Things (IoT) for instant payment applications is another research focus [31–37]. Further-
more, a solution based on a game-theoretic model to analyze griefing attacks in Hash
Time-Locked Contracts (HTLCs) called HTLC-GPZ was presnted to provides improved
protection against such attacks [38].

Other researchers proposed a study that focused he privacy implications and vulnera-
bilities present in the Lightning Network. The authors likely conduct a thorough analysis of
the network’s privacy features, focusing on aspects such as transaction linkability, address
reuse, and potential deanonymization attacks. making it more difficult for attackers to
identify and target specific payment channels [39].

Given the rise in Bitcoin use around the world, it is expected that the use of the LN
for point-of-sale (POS) systems and small payment platforms will grow at an exponential
rate. The LN is excellent for small quick payments, such as those made at coffee shops or
grocery stores. It avoids the inconvenience of having to wait 10 minutes for blockchain
approval at the POS. Because of this, the need for a safer LN is growing. To understand
how payments work in the LN, consider a simple case with only four nodes: A, B, C, and
D. In this situation, shown in Figure 1, these nodes have opened symmetrical bidirectional
payment channels in pairs, represented by blue arrows. Further, each channel is funded
with 2 bitcoin by each participant. Consequently, the channel balance for each of the
payment channels in the network is 4 bitcoin.
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Figure 1. Standard LN payment transaction from node A to node D through nodes B and C.

The Lightning Network logic states that node A does not need a direct payment
channel with node D to send any bitcoin amount. Instead, node A will use paths A, B, C,
and D to reach node D indirectly and send the intended bitcoin amount, without spending
additional funds to open a new channel with node D. For instance, if node A intends to send
1 BTC to node D, A will discover the route between payment channels (A through D) and
connect to node D through the Internet to receive a hash value (H) of a secret key (R) that is
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owned by node D. Later, A will construct a Hashed Timelock Contract (HTLC); this virtual
channel is represented by a white arrow in Figure 1, which is a type of smart contract that
permits participants to commit funds to a redeemable secret key with a time limit and is
utilized in both bidirectional and routed payment channels. The constructed HTLC would
include a refund after a 9-block timeout for the amount of 1.002, payable to the hash H. The
extra 0.002 BTC amount offered by A is used to pay to the intermediaries B and C and is
deducted from the channel balance of node A as a fee to forward the payment. Afterwards,
node A offers the HTLC to node B, which indicates that B will receive 1.002 BTC from A
only if B can provide the secret key (R). Otherwise, a transaction timeout will occur after
9 blocks. Node A will get the amount back. Afterwards, node B will repeat the same
process with node C. Still, instead of committing 1.002 BTC of the channel balance and the
same 9-block timeout, node B will create another HTLC that is slightly different to the one
offered by node A. More precisely, node B will construct an HTLC with 1.001 BTC and an
8-block timeout for a refund payable to the hash H, taking 0.001 BTC as a commission for
forwarding the payment to the next node down the same path. Then, node C will repeat the
same process, constructing and committing an HTLC with 1.000 BTC and a 7-block timeout
for node D. Finally, node D will present the secret R to node C to claim the 1 BTC from the
HTLC that node C offered and add the received amount to the channel balance. Moving
back along the same route, each node sends the secret key (R) to the previous node, claims
the HTLC committed previously, and updates the channel balance. In the end, node A
will have paid node D an amount of 1 BTC without opening a direct payment channel and
spending more funds. Instead, node A is only required to pay a minimal amount of BTC
to intermediate nodes that can forward the payment to the intended destination. Figure 2
illustrates a ladder diagram that illustrates the step-by-step process explained above.

Nonetheless, Lightning Network (LN) technology is still in its infancy. As a result,
academics have performed several studies to develop this technology in various ways.
However, other LN vulnerabilities have not been explored in the literature; in particular,
rogue nodes intending to perform specific attacks that might undermine network security
and reliability. The literature, however, allowed for any LN node to join the LN freely and
instantaneously. As a result, the danger level of LN technology will grow as malicious
nodes can join the network and conduct attacks, such as intentional cause-of-payment
failures or the initiation of DDoS attacks by overwhelming other nodes in the network with
channel-opening requests. As a result, users will be discouraged from using the LN; hence,
the technology will become obsolete as individuals will not waste the time and power
investment required for using this technology.

In this paper, we propose an innovative invitation model protocol (IMP) to improve
the security and reliability of Lightning Network (LN) technology. The IMP works by
establishing a unique ‘Club’ within the LN that only admits nodes confirmed to be honest
and not malicious, thereby enhancing the network’s overall security and reliability. Unlike
existing research, this paper is the first of its kind that proposes extra metrics for nodes
before joining or establishing an LN, which is especially important for trustless networks.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: materials and methods are discussed
next, followed by simulation and results in Section 3; finally, conclusions and future work
are discussed in Section 4.
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2. Materials and Methods

We introduce an invitation model protocol (IMP) to enhance the security and reliability
of LN technology as a solution to transaction failures due to intentionally malicious node
failures or bad internet connections. The IMP will be used to add an extra security layer before
establishing a Lightning Network between the network nodes. Consequently, this additional
layer will improve network security and reliability through ensuring that only authorized
honest nodes are permitted to participate in an LN and that connections from unauthorized
nodes are denied. Therefore, threats such as a DDoS attack, which overwhelms a node by
sending many channel-opening requests, can be prevented since malicious and unauthorized
nodes cannot communicate and open a channel with other LN nodes.

In addition, the model states that before creating a Lightning Network, nodes must
apply a series of protocols to join an exclusive Lightning Network called a Club, which
is only accessible by honest nodes in the network. Moreover, the IMP consists of ten
fundamental protocols that must be applied before starting a more secure and reliable Club.
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The model requires that before starting a Club, nodes need to employ the use of Bitcoin
blockchain through initiating a few Bitcoin payment transactions so that all the information
of the Club and Club Members are public and recorded in the Bitcoin blockchain. Therefore,
the data is accessible and viewable to all the nodes in the network.

Furthermore, a Club has three main types of nodes: Club Founder (CF), Founding
Member (FM), and Club Member (CM). Nevertheless, an Applicant Node (AN) will not
be considered a Club Member unless this node was invited by a current FM or CM in a
Club. In addition, a Club Founder owns eight public Bitcoin addresses that are fixed and
dedicated to the Club. The addresses are myClub, Club Founder Member ID, Member
Label, Member Expulsion Label, IP1, IP2, IP3, and IP4. The primary reason for obtaining
Bitcoin addresses IP1, IP2, IP3, and IP4 is to encapsulate them into a single IP address,
formatted as IP1.IP2.IP3.IP4. To illustrate, if a node’s IP is 3.234.215.167, then we would
denote IP1 as 3, IP2 as 234, IP3 as 215, and IP4 as 167.

Any node that wants to join a Club needs to give a Bitcoin address. This address is
then used as its Member ID in that Club. Whether you’re a Founding Member or a regular
Club Member, you will have a unique Member ID for the specific Club. Before joining,
the node applying (Applicant Node) must also provide a Bitcoin Address (ID). If they’re
accepted into the Club, this ID becomes their Member ID.

2.1. Problem Formulation

The IMP states that the CFs should elect one or more nodes in the network to be
FM(s) of the Club. Moreover, FMs are not required to pay a Membership Fee. On the other
hand, an FM can invite an Applicant Node (AN) to the Club that is required to pay the
Membership Fee. Additionally, the CFs would make a list, called the Member List, that
contains all the current Members of a Club (FMs and CMs). Moreover, the CFs need to
update the Member List every ten minutes as this is the average time it takes for a block to
be validated and added to the blockchain.

Furthermore, the IMP states that the CFs will expel any malicious Member from the
Club that exhibits malicious behavior, such as deliberate causing of multiple consecutive
payment transaction failures. After Expulsion of a malicious Member, the CFs will create a
list of Expelled Members that contains the Member ID for those malicious Members. In
addition, the CFs will update the Expelled Members List every ten minutes. Moreover, the
CFs will compare the Members List with the Expelled Members List and remove all the
expelled Members that exist in the Members List based on the most recent block height.
The following eight equations show how the proposed IMP will operate:

CFi (MLi), I € N (1)

where:

- N is the total number of CFs in the system.

EMLi (MN1, MN2, . . . , MNk), i € K (2)

where:

- MN is a malicious node.
- K is the total number of malicious nodes that were expelled from a Club.

To calculate the total number of blocks up to the most recent block:

BTC(B1, B2, B3, · · · , Bh) (3)

h = 6(8640(Y− 2009) + 720M + 24D + H),

where:

- B is a registered block in the blockchain.
- Y is current year.
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- M is current month.
- D is current day.

Each block containing the total number of confirmed transactions:

Bi = (T1, T2, T3, · · · , Tn), n ∈ N (4)

where:

- T is a confirmed bitcoin transaction in a block.

Transactions that contain a Bitcoin Address and an amount paid to that Address:

Ti(Address, Value), (5)

where:

- Address is a Bitcoin address.
- Value is a bitcoin amount.

Member List that contains all Founding Members and Club Members:

MLi = (FM1, FM1, · · · , FMf, CM1, CM2, · · · , CMc), (6)

where:

- ML is the Member List of a Club.
- i is the ith Club in the system.
- FM is Founding Member.
- f is the total number of Founding Members in a Club.
- CM is Club Member.
- c is the total number of Club Members in a Club.

The established Club with the Member List and Expulsion List owned by the
Club Founder:

Club(i, h) =
{

λ
(
CFj, MLi,h

)
, i, j ∈ N

EMLi,h
(7)

where:
MLi,h = (FM1, FM1, · · · , FMf, CM1, CM2, · · · , CMc) at block h

- MLi,h is the Member List that contains all the members of a Club in a specific block h.

Invitation transaction that states that elected FMs will not have to pay a Membership
Fee, while invited Applicant Nodes will need to pay the fee to become Club Members:

λ(X, (L1, L2, · · · , Ln)) =


∀iinvite(X, Li) and accept (Li, X)

Status(Li, FM, Value = 0)
Status(Li, CM, Value = ε)

(8)

where:

- ∀i is the invitation transaction Sponsor.
- X is the Sponsor.
- Li is the invited Member.
- ε is the Membership Fee.

2.2. FM Invitations and Acceptance Protocols

The selected FM should reply to the invitation with a Bitcoin payment transaction
that includes the IP address so that the Club Founder would grant access to this Founding
Member through the firewall.

The transaction will be signed by a Founding Member and be of the following form:
Founding Member initiates and signs a bitcoin transaction as follows:
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a. Pay the Bitcoin address myClub an amount of dust value
b. Pay the Bitcoin address Member ID an amount of dust value
c. Pay the Bitcoin address IP1 an amount of Bitcoin that is equal to concatenating 0.000

with the first segment of the FM IP address (e.g., if IP is 3.234.215.167, then pay IP1
0.0003 BTC).

d. Pay the Bitcoin address IP2 an amount of Bitcoin that is equal to concatenating 0.000
with the second segment of the FM IP address (e.g., if IP is 3.234.215.167, then pay
IP2 0.000234 BTC).

e. Pay the Bitcoin address IP3 an amount of Bitcoin that is equal of concatenating 0.000
with the third segment of the FM IP address (e.g., if IP is 3.234.215.167, then pay IP3
0.000215 BTC).

f. Pay the Bitcoin address IP4 an amount of Bitcoin that is equal of concatenating 0.000
with the fourth segment of the FM IP address (e.g., if IP is 3.234.215.167, then pay IP4
0.000167 BTC).

Then, the Club Founder will check the blockchain, take the information of the selected
FMs that accepted the Club invitations, and make a list of Club Members that initiated
an acceptance transaction. Finally, actual FMs will be given access through the firewall to
connect and open Lightning Network payment channels with each other.

Figure 3 represents the pseudocode for the process of establishing a Club and electing
node(s) A(i) to be an FM through an invitation initiated by the CF as well as the invitation’s
acceptance by the elected FM.
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The CF will initiate a bitcoin transaction to be registered in the main blockchain as an
invitation. Moreover, the invitation transaction will start by bitcoin-cli sendmany and takes
a Bitcoin address and a value as a parameter, such as bitcoin-cli sendmany (address:value).
In addition, a transaction can have as many addresses as needed, separated by a comma.
For instance, a bitcoin transaction can be written as follows:

bitcoin-cli sendmany {address1 :value1, address2 :value2, ...,
addressn :valuen }

2.3. New Member Invitations

Applicant Nodes (ANs) that intend to be Club members must be invited by a Sponsor.
A Sponsor can be either a current FM or a current CM in the Club. Moreover, the IMP gives
a chance to all ANs that are honest and referenced by current Club members (Sponsors).
Thus, a Club Founder only accepts ANs that were invited by Sponsors. In fact, when a
Sponsor invites an Applicant Node, the CF will understand that this referenced AN is
honest and can be trusted to join the Club. Accordingly, the AN sends the node ID to be
used as a Member ID in the Club to the Sponsor via the Internet. Next, an invitation to
the AN will be a bitcoin transaction registered on the Bitcoin blockchain. The invitation
transaction will be similar to the one sent to the FM by the CF (as explained in the Club
Establishment protocol above) except for the Member Label, which will be excluded from
the transaction. Consequently, the Sponsor will construct an invitation transaction that
includes the Club address, Sponsor Member ID, and AN ID.

Afterwards, to show that the invitation was accepted, the AN must pay a Membership
Fee to both the CF and the Sponsor. The Membership Fee is decided by the CF. However,
the fee resembles a minor payment, such as the price of a cup of coffee. Accordingly, the
AN will initiate and sign a bitcoin transaction that will do the following:

a. Pay Club Address myClub an amount of coffee price.
b. Pay Sponsor Member ID an amount of coffee price.
c. Pay Applicant Node ID (to be used as a Member ID in the Club) an amount of

dust value.

Consequently, a Club Founder will keep the received Membership Fee (coffee price). A
Sponsor must refund that payment to the invited AN, which shows the CF that this Applicant
Node is honest and can be labeled as a CM. The refund transaction will be similar to the
invitation transaction sent to the FM by the CF (Club Establishment). Still, the Sponsor will
replace the CF Member ID with the Sponsor Member ID. In addition, the Sponsor will pay the
AN Member ID an amount of coffee price. The AN can be recognized by the address receiving
an amount of a coffee price (e.g., 0.0000111 BTC) through a payment transaction registered in the
Bitcoin blockchain and initiated by a Sponsor node and a Member Label in the same transaction.
After viewing the blockchain and confirming the success of all trades discussed previously, a CF
will update the Club member list by adding the AN as a CM.

As a result, the new CM should reply with a Bitcoin payment transaction that includes
its IP address in a similar construction to the transaction that contains the FM IP. Therefore,
the CF would grant access to the new CM through the firewall and add the new CM to the
Member List. Hence, all Club members are known and can start an exclusive Lightning
Network by making payment channels and exchanging as many payments as needed. Table 1
shows an example of a Member List owned by the Club Founder. In contrast, Table 2 shows
an example of a list of approved IP addresses of myClub Members. Furthermore, Figure 4
shows the pseudocode for the process of inviting new members to a Club.

Table 1. Example of a Members List Owned by a CF.

Club Address Member Label New Member ID Sponsor Block Height

myClub Member Label Node 1 Member ID CF B2
myClub Member Label Node 2 Member ID FM B8
myClub Member Label Node 3 Member ID CM B14
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Table 2. List of Approved IP Addresses of myClub Members.

Club
Address

Member
Label

New
Member Sponsor Block Height

myClub Member
Label

Node 1
Member ID CF B2

myClub Member
Label

Node 2
Member ID FM B8

myClub Member
Label

Node 3
Member ID CM B14

IP1 Label
IP2 Label
IP3 Label
IP4 Label

Member Value 1 Value 2 Value 3 Value 4 IP1 IP2 IP3 IP4 IP
Node 1

Member ID 0.000003 0.000234 0.000215 0.000167 3 234 215 167 3.234.215.167

Node 2
Member ID 0.0001 0.000002 0.000156 0.000216 100 2 156 216 100.2.156.216

Node 3
Member ID 0.00035 0.000174 0.000182 0.000237 35 174 182 237 35.147.182.237
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2.4. Malicious Nodes Expulsion

A node is considered malicious if it does not adhere to the rules and conditions of
a Club or causes an (n) number of failures in the Lightning Network. For example, a
refund transaction to an Applicant Node signed by a Sponsor is not registered in the
Bitcoin blockchain. Other examples of malicious behavior could be an intentional causing
of transaction timeouts or a node being non-responsive. Thus, in any instance of malicious
behavior perpetrated by an FM, a CF will expel the malicious node and elect another CM
to be an FM. Furthermore, if a Sponsor exhibits malicious behavior, such as not refunding
50% of the Membership Fee to an Applicant Node, a CF will expel that Sponsor and Label
that Applicant Node as a Club Member.

The expulsion transaction will only be constructed and signed by the CF(s). Moreover,
the expulsion transaction will be similar to an FM invitation transaction except that the
Member Label will be replaced by the Expulsion Label, as follows:

a. Pay to the address myClub an amount of dust value.
b. Pay to CF Member ID an amount of dust value.
c. Pay Member Expulsion Label an amount of dust value.
d. Tag the malicious Member by paying their ID a small pre-set amount

(i.e., 0.0000112 BTC).

Figure 5 shows the pseudocode for the expulsion transaction that will be initiated by
a CF(i) against a malicious Member (FM or CM). Figure 6 shows the abstract of the ten
protocols of the proposed IMP. In contrast, Figure 7 illustrates a graphical representation
of the workflow of the proposed IMP with an example of malicious node expulsion.
Figure 8 represents a ladder diagram of the proposed IMP, including a case of malicious
CM expulsion by the CF after causing three consecutive LN payment transaction failures.
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Additionally, the network nodes can identify a malicious CM by viewing the blockchain
and finding a transaction that includes the CF Member ID, Expulsion Label, and CM Mem-
ber ID receiving a set BTC amount (e.g., 0.0000112 BTC). Table 3 shows an example of a
List of Expelled Members of myClub owned by the Club Founder.
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Table 3. List of Expelled Members of myClub.

myClub Expulsion Label Club Member Sponsor CF Block Height

myClub Expulsion Label CM 1 Member ID Sponsor Member ID CF Member ID B23
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2.5. Removal of Expelled Members from Member List

A CF will take several measures to build a list of honest CMs in a Club. A CF of a
Club will follow multiple steps to remove previously expelled CMs from that Club. First, a
CF will create a list of Club Members after checking the Bitcoin blockchain for transactions
that include the Club Address and Member Label. Second, the CF will save all new Club
Members in separate records. The Club Address, Member Label, Club Member ID, and
Block Height in which AN was labeled as a CM are all included in each record. Then,
after examining the Bitcoin blockchain for transactions that include the Club Address and
the Expulsion Label, the CF will create a list of Expelled Members. The list of Expelled
Members will contain a record for each member that contains the Club Address, Expulsion
Label, Club Member ID, and Block Height in which a Club Member was Labeled as an
Expelled Member. Afterwards, each record in the Expelled Members list will be compared
to the Club Members list by the CF. As a result, if a record in the Expelled Members list
has a greater Block Height than the record in the Club Members list, the CF will remove
that CM record from the Club Member list and create a new one that contains current CMs
only. Moreover, after generating the final CM list that includes only the honest nodes, each
record in the list will be parsed by the CF, who will look up the appropriate IP address in
the Bitcoin blockchain. As a result, the CF will have a list of IP addresses of the current CMs
along with other default IP addresses for admin nodes (other CFs). Therefore, The CF will
go through the IP Addresses list and grant access to CMs through the firewall, allowing
them to start Lightning Channels with the CF. Thus, targeted attacks by malicious nodes
can be avoided as the firewall would not allow non-permitted nodes to connect to the CF.
Moreover, malicious nodes cannot reach the CF to send channel-opening requests. Table 4
shows an example of the Member List of myClub after removal of Expelled Members.

Table 4. Member List of myClub after removal of Expelled Members.

myClub Member Label Member ID Sponsor Block Height

My Club Address Member Label FM Member ID CF B2
My Club Address Member Label CM 2 Member ID FM B8

Nevertheless, after the expulsion of a malicious node, CF and CMs will not block any
node in the network. For instance, if a malicious node is expelled from a Club, it can rejoin
on the condition that a Membership Fee is paid again to ensure Club membership. There
are two reasons why the no-block policy is used. First, malicious nodes can easily modify
their IDs and Bitcoin addresses to impersonate another Applicant Node requesting to be a
CM. As a result, the CF and CMs cannot distinguish the malicious node that was earlier
expelled. However, to rejoin the Club, the node will always have to pay a Membership Fee.
Hence, every time a malicious node tries to rejoin a Club, more funds will be paid, making
them the only losers in the network.

The second reason for enforcing the no-block policy is that some nodes may experience
a temporarily bad Internet connection, resulting in LN payment transaction failures. Those
CMs would be considered malicious and expelled. Thus, blocking those nodes would
be unjust. Yet, expelled nodes must still pay a Membership Fee to rejoin a Club, which
improves the network reliability.

2.6. Rebuilding the Member List

The CF will repeat the process of removing Expelled Members from the Member List
every ten minutes, which is the average time it takes for a new block to be added to the
blockchain. Therefore, the Member List is constantly being updated.

3. Simulation and Results

Four virtual machines were established using Amazon Web Services (AWS) EC2 to
build and test the proposed IMP. Furthermore, each machine features the Ubuntu 18.04
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operating system, two virtual CPUs, 8GB of RAM, and 500 GB of General-Purpose SSD
(gp2) storage. In addition, each virtual machine runs a full Bitcoin node, which necessitates
downloading and syncing the whole Bitcoin blockchain containing all of the Bitcoin network
transactions since 2009. As a result, downloading and syncing the entire blockchain takes
three to four days for each machine. Furthermore, the nodes were configured to work
on Bitcoin Testnet, a development and testing environment for Bitcoin developers to
experiment with new ideas and approaches to Bitcoin technology. Furthermore, each of
the four Bitcoin nodes includes a fully functional Lightning node (c-lightning). The four
virtual machines (VMs) were used to create and test the model.

3.1. Testing the IMP

A CF can start a Club after advertising the availability of that Club officially and
presenting a list of the addresses linked to that specific Club. For example, by publishing
the Club addresses and terms and conditions for joining the Club through an officially
owned website or a trustworthy platform. The published addresses will be myClub
Address, Member Label, Expel Label, IP1, IP2, IP3, IP4, and Club Founder Member ID, as
shown in Table 5.

Table 5. List of Bitcoin addresses owned by the CF.

CF IP Address 35.171.207.143

myClub tb1qvtmz3gfwakwyvwr47atc597vr3u7mpr7s6zmqd

Member Label tb1qsd46p2qezu4hf57ypnqvlt344cyuwp96lzxzhw

Expulsion Label tb1q7azzpj8jgncekyjrsvl4w7pt847se8mnf5kd0g

IP1 tb1qcfesjr2hgrggtxsre90kyxafps7dsdy6audwlh

IP2 tb1qqcuy77j9att8l9nfppcww42csgk5afjqcprhxp

IP3 tb1qgsadg8el5xxcksjm38v88h0rp7mwe32yx3z72k

IP4 tb1q6mac0p0spg82swf64vhpj0r363jr9l39ch0kpm

CF Member ID tb1qqgn8k933njz6khpgh23mc29pduv98pfe2rkvgu

Then, after communicating and obtaining the Member ID of a chosen FM, a CF will
send an invitation to the Club. The invitation transaction, as explained previously, will
include the myClub address, CF Member ID, Member Label, and FM Member ID, and each
Bitcoin address for the IP is followed with the corresponding value, as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 10 shows the invitation transaction after it was confirmed and included in a
mined block in the blockchain.
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Afterwards, the FM will initiate a bitcoin transaction that includes the Club Address,
owned Member ID, and owned IP address along with the corresponding BTC value for each
Bitcoin address to pass through the CF firewall. Figure 11 shows the reply to a transaction
by the FM.
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Next, the CF will view the blockchain to check that the transaction for the FM IP
address is confirmed, then extract the data from the blockchain, such as block height,
transaction ID, and each Bitcoin address for the IP along with the corresponding BTC
values. Figure 12 shows the extracted mined transaction.
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Then, the CF will grant the FM access through the firewall, as shown in Figure 13.
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After implementing the proposed IMP on the four VMs (one CF, one FM, and two
ANs), the list of Club Members (following invitation and access being granted by the Club
Founder) is shown in Table 6.

Table 6. List of three CMs of a Club after applying the proposed IMP.

n Club Address Member Label Member ID Block Height

1 tb1qvtmz3gfwakwyvwr47atc
597vr3u7mpr7s6zmqd

tb1qsd46p2qezu4hf57ypn
qvlt344cyuwp96lzxzhw

tb1qcw3gyd07nvyjezam3lk
xv2ppqw5tjyu58j9mll 2,034,560

2 tb1qvtmz3gfwakwyvwr47
atc597vr3u7mpr7s6zmqd

tb1qsd46p2qezu4hf57
ypnqvlt344cyuwp96lzxzhw

tb1qaty98s9us9sur0awklk
rh08rxhhc85tey4lzkf 2,034,564

3 tb1qvtmz3gfwakwyvwr47atc5
97vr3u7mpr7s6zmqd

tb1qsd46p2qezu4hf57
ypnqvlt344cyuwp96lzxzhw

tb1qsdk3std3p4qqahg02
jt42z67srl4q0pvm44j0x 2,034,718

In contrast, the CF will expel a malicious node that actively disrupts the network and
causes payment transaction failures. In this research paper, as an example of a malicious
act, a malicious CM will cause n consecutive invoice expirations without paying those
invoices. Eventually, the CF will expel that malicious CM from the Club.

Assuming the malicious behavior already occurred, the CF will initiate an expulsion
transaction through the Bitcoin network to remove the malicious CM from the Club. The
malicious CM should then be added to the list of expelled CMs, which will be automatically
updated every ten minutes along with the list of CMs. Figure 14 represents the mined
expulsion transaction initiated by the CF against the malicious CM, while Table 7 shows
the list of malicious CMs expelled after causing n transaction failures.
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Table 7. Expelled List of nodes that caused multiple transaction failures.

n Club Address Expulsion Label Member ID Block Height

1 tb1qvtmz3gfwakwyvwr47atc
597vr3u7mpr7s6zmqd

tb1q7azzpj8jgnceky
jrsvl4w7pt847se8mnf5kd0g

tb1qaty98s9us9sur0awklk
rh08rxhhc85tey4lzkf 2,095,087

Consequently, the CF will close the Lightning Channel with malicious CM1 using the
command close followed by the channel id, as shown in Figure 15.
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Therefore, the CF will deny access to malicious CM1 (IP: 54.146.244.190) through the
firewall, as shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Malicious CM1 is removed from the List of CMs granted access through the Firewall.

Accordingly, the expelled CM will never connect to the CF and open a Lightning
channel since the malicious CM is blocked by the firewall. Figure 17 shows a failed attempt
by expelled CM1 to reconnect to the CF.
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Figure 17. Connection failure after expelled CM1 tries to connect to the CF.

Nonetheless, some CMs might experience a temporarily bad internet connection. The
CF would send invoices that might expire and be marked as invalid multiple times during
that period. As a result, the CF would consider the CM as a malicious Member. Accord-
ingly, the CF will expel the CM even though the invoice expirations were unintentional.
Therefore, the IMP allows expelled members to rejoin a Club after being removed under
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the condition of repaying the Membership Fee. This condition helps ensure that each CM
has an opportunity to rejoin a Club in case of unintentional faults that might occur in the
machine that belongs to the CM.

Furthermore, the Membership Fee repayment would also help discourage malicious
members from continuing to rejoin a Club as those malicious members would lose more
than they could earn after each attempt to rejoin a Club. This protocol helps maintain
the security and reliability of the LN targeted by malicious CMs. After the expelled CM
pays the Membership Fee to rejoin the Club, the CF will grant firewall access to that node.
As indicated in Table 8, after the list of CMs has been updated, the expelled CM will be
published among the current valid CMs.

Table 8. List of CMs after an expelled node rejoins the Club (node 4).

n Club Address Member Label Member ID Block Height

1 tb1qvtmz3gfwakwyvwr47
atc597vr3u7mpr7s6zmqd

tb1qsd46p2qezu4hf57
ypnqvlt344cyuwp96lzxzhw

tb1qcw3gyd07nvyjezam3lkxv
2ppqw5tjyu58j9mll 2,034,560

2 tb1qvtmz3gfwakwyvwr47
atc597vr3u7mpr7s6zmqd

tb1qsd46p2qezu4hf57
ypnqvlt344cyuwp96lzxzhw

tb1qaty98s9us9sur0awklkrh0
8rxhhc85tey4lzkf 2,034,564

3 tb1qvtmz3gfwakwyvwr47
atc597vr3u7mpr7s6zmqd

tb1qsd46p2qezu4hf57
ypnqvlt344cyuwp96lzxzhw

tb1qsdk3std3p4qqahg02jt42z
67srl4q0pvm44j0x 2,034,718

4 tb1qvtmz3gfwakwyvwr47
atc597vr3u7mpr7s6zmqd

tb1qsd46p2qezu4hf57
ypnqvlt344cyuwp96lzxzhw

tb1qaty98s9us9sur0awklkr
h08rxhhc85tey4lzkf 2,095,235

3.2. Advantages of the Proposed IMP

The proposed IMP ensures that a more secure and reliable Lightning Network can be
started for the network nodes. The model states that before starting a Lightning Network,
nodes must apply a set of protocols that employ the main Bitcoin blockchain to utilize
all the security features that the blockchain technology offers. IMP improves the security
of the LN by allowing only permitted nodes to connect and start an exclusive LN called
a Club that consists only of honest nodes, while unpermitted nodes cannot connect or
communicate to send channel-opening requests. Hence, the IMP will improve the security
and reliability of an LN through expelling nodes that show malicious behavior, such as
causing multiple payment transaction failures or commencing targeted attacks.

4. Conclusions and Future Work

This research proposed an invitation model protocol (IMP) for the Bitcoin Lightning
Network, which was developed in Bitcoin Testnet through employing four VMs built in AWS.
The proposed IMP aims to increase the level of security and reliability of LN technology,
especially given that this technology is still in its infancy. Currently, the Bitcoin LN can be
prone to different attacks, such as malicious nodes intentionally causing payment failures or
DDoS attacks, making the network undesirable and unusable. Users will be discouraged
from using the LN, which could potentially render the technology obsolete. The proposed
IMP ensures that before starting an LN, nodes must initiate a set of bitcoin transactions to be
recorded in the blockchain and then start an exclusive LN called a Club. In addition, a Club
has rules that need to be followed by each of the CMs. Following any malicious act by any
CM, the CF will expel that CM and mark that member as an Expelled Member. However,
an Expelled Member can still rejoin a Club under the condition of repaying the Membership
Fee. Therefore, a malicious CM will be at a disadvantage because each malicious act leads
to expulsion from the Club, leading to more fund consumption than gain, which acts as a
deterrent to malicious behavior. Moreover, the proposed IMP was simulated and shown to
be effective against malicious CMs that cause payment transaction failures. Finally, to the
best of our knowledge, this work is the first in the literature to explore the level of security
and reliability of LN technology via forcing the network nodes to follow a set of protocols to
form or join an LN that consists of honest nodes in a trustless environment.

For future work, some features of the IMP can be enhanced as the proposed IMP did
not concentrate on efficiency, especially time consumption, as the model was presented
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in detailed protocols to make the approach clearer. Hence, the IMP can be optimized by
adding more parameters to transactions instead of initiating multiple separate transactions.
Moreover, the proposed IMP could be enhanced to facilitate multiple expulsion transactions
(i.e., three or more expulsion transactions) against a CM due to malicious acts. The CF
announces to the other CMs that this specific CM node has a suspicious IP. Therefore,
this node is dishonest. It is best to avoid dealing with such nodes, especially since all
the expulsion transactions are registered in the Bitcoin blockchain and will exist forever.
Therefore, adding an extra parameter called Reputation for each node in the network
would be more efficient. This Reputation metric can also be used by other new CFs with
immediate blocking capabilities and provides an extra layer of caution when dealing with
nodes with bad Reputation who benefit from the Lightning Network overall. Each CM
would try their best to maintain an excellent Reputation to open more channels and be
considered trustworthy. Also, an excellent idea for future enhancement is to give limited
funding until a suspicious CM node proves that the previous malicious behaviors were
unintentional. For example, opening a Lightning Channel with less funding (transactions
will not exceed 10 Satoshis). Eventually, an ecosystem will be created where there will be a
minimum of dishonest nodes and the LN will function properly. Therefore, the network
will mostly contain honest nodes, and malicious nodes will not continue using the network
unless those nodes are willing to lose more funds than they can gain.
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